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SENATE RULES: 'Nuclear option' hinges on GOP 
moderates, senior senators 

Senate Majority Leader Bill Frist's (R-Tenn.) efforts to push through a rule change that 
would make it easier for the Republicans to confirm President Bush's judicial nominees 
appears to rest in the hands of a few moderate and senior GOP senators. 

Frist has repeatedly said in recent weeks that he would like to modify the chamber's rules to 
essentially end filibusters on judicial nominations, but as the 109th Congress kicks off it 
remains unclear whether Frist has enough support within his own caucus to implement the 
"nuclear option." 

Four moderate Republicans -- Sens. John McCain (Ariz.), Lincoln Chafee (R.I.), Susan 
Collins (Maine) and Olympia Snowe (Maine) -- have indicated they would not support such a 
proposal. Several other veteran senators -- including Ted Stevens (Alaska), John Warner 
(Va.) and Chuck Hagel (Neb.) -- have either declined to take a public stance on the issue or 
have questioned the need for such a dramatic change in the Senate rules. 

The liberal advocacy group People for the American Way yesterday released a petition 
listing a total 18 GOP senators that the group says are most likely to oppose the rule 
change. 

Senate Judiciary Committee Chairman Arlen Specter (R-Pa.) has previously endorsed the 
proposal, but he said more recently that it is important for the Senate to avoid reaching 
such a point. 

Frist has said he will meet with senators during the first few weeks of the session to discuss 
the possibility of implementing the change. 

Democrats, meanwhile, have not indicated they are any more willing than during last year's 
session to approve some of President Bush's more controversial nominees. 

"President Bush should hope that we have the same kind of blockage this time as we had 
last time," Senate Minority Leader Harry Reid (D-Nev.) said this week. "That would mean he 
would have 408 judges and turn down 20. So the president should, every day, hope that he 
gets the same cooperation from us he got last time." 

Bush has already resubmitted the nominations of most judicial candidates that were not 
confirmed by the 108th Congress. Among the nominees are a half dozen candidates for 
various appeals courts who had been vigorously opposed by environmental groups and 
whose confirmation was blocked by a Democratic filibuster. 



Some Republican senators had speculated that the Democratic losses in last year's election 
-- specifically that of former Minority Leader Tom Daschle (D-S.D.) -- would force some 
Democrats to cooperate with the GOP. 

But Democratic leaders have not shied away from threatening to essentially bring the 
chamber to a standstill if Frist pushes ahead with the "nuclear option." Reid said in a recent 
television interview that Republicans "would rue the day" they tried to change the Senate 
rules. 

Frist has not disclosed exactly what the procedure would be for modifying the rules or when 
it would take place. One possibility is that during debate on the next filibustered nominee, 
Republicans would ask for a ruling from the chair on whether 51 or 60 votes are needed to 
end the filibuster. The chair would rule that only 51 votes are needed, and the full Senate 
would then vote on whether the chair's ruling should stand. 

Opponents of the rule change and some independent observers speculate that Frist's desire 
to pass landmark legislation in what is expected to be his last session of Congress would 
override his desire to approve Bush's nominees. 

"The other decisive factor should be, and presumably would be, the other interest 
groups who have things they would like the Senate to accomplish this year that 
would require bipartisan cooperation," said Earthjustice attorney Glenn Sugameli. 
"If the nuclear option is triggered, none of them would be possible." 

Republican efforts to end the Democratic filibusters could receive a boost when the National 
Association of Manufacturers -- one of the country's most influential business lobbies -- 
announces later today the formation of a nonprofit group that will lobby for business-
friendly judicial nominees. NAM President John Engler has said the business community's 
involvement in the nominations debate would bring the issue to the attention of a broader 
spectrum of voters and would increase the pressure on moderate Democrats to end the 
filibusters. 

Still, some experts say the biggest stumbling block to Frist's effort would not be Democrats 
or the handful of GOP moderates but longtime Republican members who have spent much 
of their career in the minority and have little stomach for overhauling the Senate's long-
standing rules. 

"A truly conservative senator, no matter how much he or she wants to have these truly 
conservative nominees, will not buy into changing the rules," said Sheldon Goldman, a 
University of Massachusetts-Amherst political science professor and an expert on judicial 
politics. "That's too shortsighted and it would go against the grain of their philosophy." 
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